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In Space, you must grow up fast, or not grow up at all. 

~~~***~~~ 
 
On the Real Moon: 
  
Blam!  The fist‐sized black rock came down hard smashing the vase to a thousand 
shards and marring the tile floor.   
  
"You see, I know everything I need to know about acceleration.  It is all very simple."  
Eric Stonebridge spoke too loudly.  
  
The ceramic vase had been poorly modeled by his childish hand during one of his 
interminable inside shifts a year or so before.  Eric had glazed it in a swirl of gaudy, 
mismatched colors made from lunar minerals.   
  
"Being able to demonstrate a phenomenon and understanding it are different things,” 
said Socrates07.  The tutorial artificial intelligence had the temperament of Solomon.  It 
needed it.  
  
"A force acting on mass yields acceleration.  Not the puny acceleration of Luna's gravity, 
real acceleration," he said in a breaking voice.   
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"We could analyze your demonstration mathematically," Socrates07 suggested.  
  
"Analyze, shmanalyze," taunted Eric.  
  
His eye fell on the dragon.  It was half a meter of badly blown glass, a thousand glass 
rods, laser‐welded and drawn into a shape.  He had spent most of a lunar month 
making it.  It was clearly supposed to be a dragon, but it just was not right.  The tail had 
a kink in it, the larger of the two heads had a sloughed mouth, and the smaller head, 
with its deformed horns, had already broken off at the neck.  He had never bothered to 
fix it.  
  
He seized the dragon as if to stop its escape.  The dragon and the second head went on 
his killing ground.  
  
"Are you sure you want to continue this demonstration?" Socrates07 asked, “Sharp 
objects could go flying.”  
  
"You bet.  Where's my rock?"  
  
Eric retrieved the rock with a scooping motion of his long arm, leaped again onto the 
table, and let fly.  Bits of glass flew high, spinning, ricocheting, catching the light.  It was 
wonderful.  He watched them slowly settle like a shower of ice.  
  
When all was still, he looked at the mess for a long minute then leaped again.  This time 
he crossed half the small room in the air, stopped himself with a foot against the fabric 
wall, and settled onto his bed.  He gave the blanket a flip to get rid of the glass chards 
and then wrapped himself in it.  
  
Socrates07 too fell silent for a moment as he posed a question on what action he should 
take next to the Earth‐side Knowledge Cell that supported his efforts with Eric.  Of the 
32 thousand people with credentialed access to the cell, several thousand were on line 
at any time and hundreds responded to Socrates’ quarry within a minute. The 
consensus came quickly.  
  
"I have summoned Nikolai Aleksandrovich Ozerov," Socrates07 said.  
  
"Who cares?"  
  
~~~***~~~  
    
There was only silence for 15 minutes.   
    
"Tuk‐Tuk, anybody home?" Nikolai called out and rattled the thin metal door.  
  
"Come on in," Eric grumbled.  
  



 

"The computer asked me to drop by.  It said something was up," Nikolai said as he shed 
his backpack.  "Seems to have been a real knock‐down‐drag‐em‐out in here."  

  

  
A robot janitor rolled up to the open door behind Nikolai and awaited instructions.  
  
"Just getting rid of some junk," Eric said.  
  
Nikolai looked around the small room.  The floor was covered of brown textured ceramic 
tiles; the furniture was thin, unpainted metal.  The ceiling light panels gave a cool, 
lifeless glow.  One wall was lined with metal shelves filled with personal things: rare 
lunar rocks with veins of color, small gifts from Earth, one real paper book.  The gnarled 
trunk of a tomato tree stood in one corner.  A large computer terminal with Socrates07’s 
stoic visage on it, had possession of the far wall.  
  
The furnishings were identical to those in most other private cells in Armstrongville, yet it 
was somehow a child's room.  Dirty clothes lay in heaps on the floor; school things were 
stacked carelessly about.   
  
Eric's pack was thrown in a corner, yet Nikolai knew he was proud of the things in that 
pack.  Eric had turned the necessity of carrying an emergency spacesuit into a study in 
keeping a separate identity.  Its pockets held some privacy, which was precious in Eric's 
communal life.  The extra weight even helped him get traction on the floor, even though 
the pack's bulk could be awkward in tight places.  
  
Nikolai looked at Eric, who faced the wall but had turned his head just enough to see 
Nikolai with one eye.  Eric's hair was not his mother's red hair but his father's straight 
black hair.  His hands were his mother's though, and his eyes.  Nikolai recognized that 
hand and eye.  
    
Broken bits of glass and ceramic lay everywhere.  The small central table lay on its side.  
Nikolai righted the table and tipped the debris from the chair.  He inspected the marks 
on the floor and glanced at the rock, now resting in a corner.  Finally, he sat down in the 
chair and placed his backpack beside him.   
   
Taking out two bottles of Moon Pop, he tossed one to Eric.  Moon Pop was a concoction 
of pureed vegetables and spices that tasted a little like chocolate.  Eric loved the stuff, 
and had once downed six bottles in one sitting without throwing up.  
  
"Having a bad day?"  
  
"Same old, same old," Eric replied, talking to the wall.  "That stupid AI expects me to 
spend all shift working dumb school exercises.  I've had enough."  
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"Maybe it's time for a break?" Nikolai suggested.  
  
"It's too early for the gym.  They run me off if I spend more than my allotted time there."  
  

  
Lunar Settlement Farm  

  
 "How about the farm?"   
 
 "I spent most of last shift there.  It's okay if there's something new going on.  Most of 
the time all you can do, is watch the plants grow and the animals stuff themselves and 
poop."   
 
 "Sounds to me like you need a new challenge," Nikolai said.  
 
 "They won't let me do anything fun.  What I really want to do is go outside and explore 
but I can't go outside alone.  Even when I'm with an adult, they limit my time outside 
because of radiation.  I can't even hang around with the workers.  They're afraid I'll goof 
up and somebody will get hurt."  Eric's whine was getting on Nikolai's nerves. "They all 
still treat me like a baby."  
 
 "Maybe it's time then," said Nikolai.  
 
 "Time for what?"  
 
 "Time you stopped acting like the first baby born on the Moon and started acting like 
the first moon man," said Nikolai.  
 
 "They won't let me."  
 
 "Make them."   
 
 "I don't know what you're taking about."  
  



 

 Nikolai leaned back and put his feet up on the table. His balance was precarious in the 
spindly chair but in 1/6 g falling over starts slowly.  
 
 "How does anybody get the power to do the things they want to do around here?" 
Nikolai asked.  
 
 "It's rank, seniority, and credits.  That's what it takes," replied Eric.  "I've got none of 
them."  
 
 "Who has been at Armstrongville longer than anybody else?"  
 
 "I have.  I've been here 13 years."  
 
 "So you ought to have seniority over everybody here."   
 
 "It doesn't count."  
 
"So all we have to do is make it count," Nikolai said emphatically, moving over to the 
computer terminal to consult with Socrates07 and Eric’s Earth‐side team.   

 
 "You're half American and half Russian.  The Americans think they know how power 
works and think they know how to keep control.  They know nothing.  They think making 
everybody else speak their language is power.  They know nothing.  
   
 "We Russians have stayed alive by diddling power for 200 years.  Czars, commissars, 
oligarchs all grabbed the central power but the Russian people stayed alive, steadily 
chewing away around the edges, chomp, chomp, chomp.  I will now show you how to 
put your Russian half to work for you."   
 
 Nikolai started working the terminal with key and voice commands, while giving Eric 
only an occasional side‐glance.  He reached over and pulled his Personal from his 
backpack and made infrared connection with the computer.  He was in his element now, 
bending rules to a point just short of breaking.   
 
 Earth‐side the Knowledge Cell came alive.  First hundreds and then thousands of 
people were working the issue with Socrates07 coordinating.  

 
 "I knew your mother, you know.  I trained with her at Star City," continued Nikolai, still 
busy at the terminal.  
 
 "So you've said at least a hundred times."  
 
 "There was a woman with heart and guts.  She really loved this damned base.  She 
was committed to making Luna a home for people, not just an outpost and a science 
station.  There is much of her in it still."  
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 "She died."  
 
 "Yes, she died.  She was always one to take a calculated risk.  We will never build a 
lunar city of any size if we don’t master those lava tubes but right now they are among 
the most dangerous places a human being has ever been.  Then again the accident that 
killed her was just a freak.  We can never forget we live in a dangerous place.  She 
wouldn't have blamed either Luna or her job."  
 
 "I know.  That's one reason I stayed," Eric said, his voice now sadder, less obstinate. 
 
 "Back to the business at hand," Nikolai picked up his train of thought.  "I have seen you 
doing lots of work around here.  Let's make them give you some credit for it."  
 
 "Yea, I do lots of stuff," Eric agreed.  "I help in the gardens and the animal farm.  I 
make up whole new exercise programs in the gym and I show all the new people 
around."  
 
 "Ok, so clean up this mess and let a couple of old masters show you how the power 
game is played."  
  
~~~***~~~  
  
 For the next hour Nikolai worked the Socrates07, calling up displays, correcting entries, 
talking to people.  He may have never been a space superstar but he had enough 
space cred that people would usually stop what they were doing and talk with him.  
 
Socrates07 took a walk through on the Virtual Moon that for him was true home.  He 
went out to the new dig site where a hand full of small constructions rovers, called 
diggers, were relentlessly excavating a trench for a new wing for the base.  When 
finished the trench would be 100 meters long, 15 meters wide, and 8.5 meters deep with 
a “V” shaped cross-section.  When the trench was ready, an inflated habitat would be 
shipped from Earth, installed in the trench, and then buried by the diggers.  This would 
put five meters of radiation and thermal protective mass above the habitat.   

 
Each of the digger was a companied in virtual space by the avatars members of the 
Massive Online Vetted Exploration team from back on Earth.  The MOVE team had 
relentlessly been digging trenches year after year since the first ground was first broken 
at Armstrongville.   
 
Socrates07 walked over to an alethic young lady wearing the uniform of an American 
Shuttle astronaut who was standing on ridge overlooking the dig; it was SallyRide05.  
They began to talk in the buzzy language that AI use to talk to each other.  SallyRide05 
was now the senior AI at Armstrongville.    

 



 

Eric grudgingly helped the inside robot pick up the mess on the floor.  He found Nikolai's 
Moon Pop stash and helped himself to another bottle.  He noticed that Nikolai was not 
paying any attention to the quality of his clean up efforts, so he called the job finished 
and dismissed the robot.  

  
 "Congratulations, Mr. Eric Jemsovich Stonebridge, next Monday you start work as a 
Farm Technician in training part‐time," Nikolai said proudly.  "Your name also has been 
put up for the positions of Physical Fitness Group Leader for Young Adults, and 
Armstrongville Tour Guide."  
 
 "Oh no, that's too much work," moaned Eric.  
 
 "It's the same amount of work you've been doing for years, only now you'll get some 
credits for it, damn few, but some.  I also increased your spending money allotment from 
the trust fund that your father set up.  I think we can make it do a little more than pay for 
food and air.  But that's not the best news."  
 
 "Do I get to clean out the animal cages, too?"  
 
 "No, but when it comes to education and recreation, you've got the full 13 years 
seniority," Nikolai laughed.  "Everything around here that's not being used for real work 
or to keep us all alive is as good as yours."  
 
 "What good will that do me?"  
 
 "We don’t know just yet.  For now, let's go work out in the gym.  We'll think of 
something to do with your new power.  Race you!"   
  
~~~***~~~  
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Lunar Settlement Gym  

  
 They grabbed their backpacks and rushed out.  In their hurry, they were using the 
bounding spread‐legged lunar gait.  Eric dove over the robot, which was now sweeping 
the hall.  Nikolai had to slow to squeeze by.  At the next node they had to scrabble up or 
down a few stairs and then head off at a new angle.   They were moving much too fast 
in the narrow corridor and navigating more by the color of the passing wall murals and 
doors than any thought of the base layout.   When they reached the gym, they both 
stopped by deliberately slamming into the wall and each other. 
 
 The gym was yet another of the 20 meter long tubular rooms buried under 5 meters of 
lunar regolith that made up nearly all the living space of Armstrongville.  At one end was 
the best shower in the complex and along its length were four People Pods.  Each had 
four robot arms that strapped to the users hands and feet.  Each arm could move in any 
direction that a human appendage could move and provide any programmed resistance.  
Each pod had four large computer screens, left, front, right, and top.  These were 
supported by a sound system and cameras.  The result was the most sophisticated 
exercise machine ever invented by man and it could support any sport real or imagined.  
 
 Each pod placed the user in a full situation virtual environment.  The pod could play any 
video game devised by man.  The AI personal trainer, called JackLaLanne07, ran the 
show backed up by another very large Knowledge Cell Earth‐side.  Every game 
designer on Earth wanted their logo on one of the Moon games.  Every person on the 
base had to work out for a couple hours out of every twenty‐four period.  Without the 
unending workouts and dietary supplements, their muscles atrophied and their bones 
decalcified in Luna's low gravity.  Nearly every minute here was spent in virtual spaces 
accompanied by fellow Mooners in the adjacent pods, enough virtual players to fill out 
the teams, and thousands of Earth‐siders followed along, working out too but a second 
behind the action.  
 
 "I'm going to grab the upgraded pod if I can get it.  It's got the best blast'em‐away 
videos."  Eric's enthusiasm was back.  
 
 "I'll be on the hill jog," said Nikolai, “I like the open spaces.”  
 
 "Hey, I'm next.  I just asked the scheduler real nice.  Blam!  I'm next," Eric yelled 
gleefully.  
 
 "I told you all you needed was the credit you're due and you'd own the place."  
 
 Nikolai hill jog was more of a mountain run.  It was laced through the rustic hills of the  
Ukraine and the pack of Russian speaking Earth‐siders kept a polite distance behind.  
 A half hour later, Eric broke in with a window on Nikolai’s screen.  He was glad to 
stop for a moment but was reluctant for the boy to see that he was winded.  
 



 

 "I think I'm going to like this high seniority stuff," Eric commented, "but it still won't get 
me what I really want."  
 
 "And what do you want, my boss?" Nikolai asked.  
 
  "I want to get outside; I want to explore."  
 
 "You have to work for that privilege, really hard, but I think it can be done." 
  
 "How?"  
 
 Forgetting the exercise for the moment, Nikolai called out, “SallyRide05, I need to talk 
to you when you have a moment.”  
 
"You want to get out, you want to get around, what you need is a car," continued 
Nikolai. 

 
 "Where could I possibly get a car on Luna?  That's crazy," whined Eric.  
 
 "You can get a car same place I got a car, same place every Russian kid worth a damn 
has gotten a car since the second revolution.”  
 
  "Could you please give me a view of the junk yard on both front monitors”, continued 
Nikolai now addressing JackLaLanne07.  
 
 The Ural mountain scene faded and a lunar scene replaced it. The junk yard was a 
huge checker board with the squared delineated by robot tracks and with a pile of old 
but sill usable stuff on each square.   
 
“That's it.  Let’ move over to the left.  Stop!”  

  
 "Recognize that?" Nikolai spoke to Eric.  
 
  "This is the middle of the junk yard," Eric asserted after a quick glance.   
 
 "And what's in the middle of the junk yard?"  
 
 "Three worn out lunar excavators and a wrecked truck.  They're all beat‐up and half 
torn apart." 
  
 "You're wrong there," Nikolai shot back.  "You're looking at the soon‐to‐be  
‘Armstrongville Emergency Rescue Vehicle’, and your ‘Lastochka’.”  
 
"I couldn't go anywhere in one of those things.  I'll bet they don't even run.  The grit of 
the lunar regolith has already chewed them to pieces."  
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 "They're in a lot better shape than the Moshvich started with," Nikolai replied.  "These 
have been in vacuum storage.  There is a lot of stuff in the yard you can use to fix one 
up.  With  
13 years seniority, you own the damn junk yard."  
 
 "I don't know how to fix up a car." 
  
“Show Virtual,” Nikolai told the computer.  

 
Socrates07 and SallyRide05 appeared in the scene clearly already discussing the finer 
points of the various pieces of junk that were laid out in a checkerboard pattern in the 
yard.  

 
 "Socrates07 can adjust your instructional programs on all the things you need to learn 
and SallyRide05 will help you pull together an Earth support build team.  We can make 
it a school project.  You can use the junk for free, and your work credits will buy any new 
parts.  The Earth‐sides will be flooding you with more ideas than you could possibly 
handle and the outside robots will do all the heavy work."  
 
 "I still couldn't go out much, with the radiation storms and all."  
 
 "That's why I think you need a big car, to carry a decent shield over your head and lots 
of spare air.  Besides, we are moving into a period of quiet sun.  The radiation storms 
will be much less frequent."  
 
 "You think I could really do it?"  
 
 "If you're your mother's son, you can."  
 
 "Yes!" Eric yelled.  
 
 "Damn right," Nikolai assured him.  "Listen, in a couple weeks I leave for the far side.  I 
can get you started now.  When I get back, I want to see a complete design.  Then I'll 
help you wangle the new parts.  Po rukam?”  
 
 "Po rukam!" Eric yelled and leaped higher than Nikolai's head.  
 
 "Done, now we both need to finish our workouts."  
  
~~~***~~~  
  
 For two weeks Nikolai guided Eric, directing Socrates07 and Eric’s Earth‐side band, 
laying out a staging area, and logging Eric's claim to the really good junk.  He saw that 
Eric got started on his new jobs and that he took them seriously.  Eric went after the 



 

design with the single minded fanaticism that teenagers show for work that is theirs, and 
not for what has been imposed on them.  
 
Then Nikolai had to leave.  He hopped far‐side to the new science station at Crater 
Grimaldi.  He spent many hours outside in the bright high sun.  Even when inside, he 
was too busy or exhausted to think of anything but his job.  Forty eight‐hour shifts had 
passed before he stopped to call Eric.  

 
 "Eric, allo, Nikolai here.  How is the car design going?" 
  
 "Great, I got some real hot ideas," Eric was talking fast.  "Socrates07 has been a real 
help for once and he has kept the Earth‐siders at arm’s length.  I'm learning all kinds of 
neat stuff.  I can't find a decent onboard computer, though; the junkyard computer stuff 
is really junk."  
 
 "Okay, I'll look for a computer," said Nikolai.  "What I called to say is, I'll be back at 
Armstrongville in 20 shifts.  I want you to be ready for a full Preliminary Design Review 
by then.  I want to see some good layouts and animations.  I want to hear a real plan, 
not just a bunch of wild ideas.  All right?"  
 
 "I'll be ready," replied Eric.  
 
 "What is most important is that you are clear in your mind exactly what it is you are 
trying to do," Nikolai emphasized.  
 
 "I understand," Eric said.  
 
 "If we're going to get some real resources, we've got to have a clear vision to offer," 
Nikolai continued.  "I know you can do it.  I’ve got to run now.  Bye."  
  
~~~***~~~  
  
 Nikolai completed his task on time, but just.  He caught the Lunar Hopper as night fell 
at Grimaldi and was back at Armstrongville within two hours.  He checked in on Eric first 
thing and set up a design review for nine shifts later.  He was very careful about whom 
he invited to attend.  They had to be friendly enough toward the boy to let him get away 
with most anything, yet they must care for him enough not to let him do something 
stupid or dangerous.  They also had to have enough pull to come up with some missing 
parts.  In the end, he chose four; two on the Moon and two on Earth.  
 
 Nikolai also managed to grab the best conference room.  It was buried deep in the side 
of a hill and had a floor‐to‐ceiling view screens.  The panoramic view was breathtaking, 
even if it was not quite a real window.  He ordered some fresh veggies from the garden 
and Moon Pop on his own credit.  
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 Eric was nervous and jumped right into his presentation, forgetting to introduce himself 
or his project.  He did manage to remember most of what he had been taught about 
generating buy‐in for a project.   
 
 In a window to the left was the Virtual Moon that today featured a hill side that looked 
like a NASCAR rally with the stands filled with a motley selection of trolls, gothic 
warriors, and Mars maidens.  The members of the Big Lunar Dig MOVE were out in 
force.  

 
A screen on the far wall showed the seats of a Greek amphitheater cut into a lunar 
hillside where Socrates07, SallyRide05, Janet14, and the two Earth‐side panel 
members sat.  With slight waves of his hand, Socrates07 managed the animations he 
and Eric had prepared for the main screen.  

 
  "Here are the primary components," Eric was speaking more to the screen than to the 
audience.  "The frame is from an old truck.  It's strong and stable, and has six widely 
spaced steel mesh tires.  
 
 "Above is a radiation shield of glass blocks, they're made of waste material from metal 
refining tests.  They're both dense and cheap.  They are supported by a strong titanium 
frame.  There is not much headroom.  I had to keep the CG as low as possible.  
 
 "On top of the shield is a large solar power panel.  That will give me a lot more power 
than most vehicles.  Mounted down low, I have two power storage cells but both need 
refurbishing.  
 
 The view screen showed a side view of the vehicle rolling slowly across flat terrain. 
 
 "In front there is space for the driver and one passenger, both in suits, of course," Eric 
continued.  "Behind is a truck bed area where at least four people could be carried 
under the shield in an emergency.  There's also a large air tank and storage space for 
emergency equipment."  
 
 On the view screen the vehicle was now moving over rougher country.  The wheels 
were working up and down, but the body remained steady.  
 
 "Tell them what you plan to do with this thing," Nikolai said, "besides horsing around."  
 
 "In the event of sudden radiation storms, the vehicle will be used to evacuate surface 
personnel ASAP," Eric picked up.  He was on a roll, his nervousness was gone.  
 
 "Also, if a building air bladder springs a leak, we'll have a fast vehicle already loaded 
with basic tools and repair materials.  Ready to move out fast from here, and that is 
not always away on work details somewhere else.  In normal times I'll use it for new 
arrival tours."  
 



 

 "Okay, what are the weak points?" the farm manager asked. 
  
 "First, it's not real fast, and it corners kind of like a flat rock."  The view graph moved to 
an overhead shot of the vehicle executing a wide figure eight.  
 
 "Second, the shield doesn't meet the five‐meter rule by a long-shot so it will not provide 
anywhere near the full protection of Earth's atmosphere.  Still, it's better than nothing, 
and it'll add several minutes to your safe exposure time at the beginning of moderate 
radiation storm.    
 
"Third, I don't have quite all the parts."  Eric was trying not to plead.  "I need a good 
onboard computer, and heavier shocks, and to get the power units refurbished."  
 
 "When Nikolai first told me about this project, I thought you'd dream up some souped 
up high‐speed hot rod," the mechanical foreman broke in.  "I'm relieved to see you 
came up with something that is nearly sensible."  
 
 "I started to go for the hot rod, then I took a long look at what I really needed.  I decided 
I was more interested in hauling enough stuff so I can go out there where no one else 
has ever been and still get back." 
  
 "What the hell are those fins on the back for?" the mechanical foreman demanded. 
  
 "Lunar vehicles have always had trouble with thrown gravel tearing their fenders off," 
Eric answered.  "I designed the rear fenders to direct flying dirt up and out, well clear of 
the vehicle."  
 
 "What’s the name of this contraption again?" the farm manager asked.  
  
 "Officially it's `Armstrongville Emergency Vehicle 01'," Eric said.  "I call her `The Lunar 
Viper'."  
 
 "Each to his own taste," the farm manager conceded. 
  
"Are there any other questions?" Nikolai asked.  "If not, I move that we accept the basic 
design and move ahead to fabrication and testing."  Nikolai was speaking formally.  

 
 There were "yeas" all round.  
  
 Two seconds later, the Earth‐side crowd in the NASCAR stands went wild. 
 
 "I think I can help you out a little," the shop manager said.  "Have a robot bring the 
power boxes to the shop area.  We'll clean them up for you.  In the meantime, let's 
eat.  We can't let fresh food go to waste."  
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~~~***~~~  
  
 After the others left, Nikolai stayed back with Eric.  
 
 "You did a great job, son," he said, "and you're right, they wouldn't have bought a hot 
rod."  
 
 "Well, I really needed a truck to go exploring anyway," Eric said.  
 
 "Here, I brought you back something from the far‐side."  
 
 Nikolai pulled a palm‐sized metal box from his pack.  The box was flat black with four 
small gold connectors down one side.  It had a deep scratch in the top but the label was 
still legible, "Intel 2064AYF‐3". 
  
 "Yes!  This is hot."  Eric was yelling and jumping up and nearly hitting his head on the 
ceiling.  "This is the latest model.  It's got more power than old Socrates07 ever 
dreamed of.  Where'd you get it?"  
 
 "Well, I couldn't let something with a surface blemish like that go into service, could I?" 
Nikolai grinned.  "Don't worry; their spare is working just fine back at the science station.  
This means you'll have to go back to the school terminal and learn the latest computer 
language, but the improved performance will make it worth your time.  It is also capable 
of supporting an independent AI for your viper."  
 
 The construction phase took longer than Eric planned.  He actually had to work for 
some of the new parts.  Also, he got into a shouting match with one of the new arrivals.  
Nikolai described it as two know‐it‐all jerks having a cockfight for the benefit of the 
ladies present or virtual.  
 
 After the shouting match, the base commander sent Eric on two trips.  One was to the 
science station on the far‐side and the other all the way to ISS, that venerable old space 
station that now called itself as “Gagaringrad, space port to the stars”..  He loved that 
ungainly collection of habitat cylinders, girders, power panels, and inflatable habitats 
that was now trying to pass itself off as a frontier city in low Earth orbit. 
 
There, for the first time in his life, Eric had to deal with his celebrity status without the 
second and a half delay that normally protected him from his million Earth‐side 
groupies.  He did not like that part of the experience. 
 
 The trips seemed to serve no purpose other than to let Eric say he had been there.  At 
that time Armstrongville, the far‐side science station, and the ISS were the only habitats 
in the entire known universe where Eric could go and keep his health; he had lived too 
long in low g.  He had lived all his life in low g.  
  
~~~***~~~  



 

  
The Viper did not come together smoothly or all at once.  It came together in a series of 
jumps scattered over fifteen months.  

 
 In one lunar dawn, the Viper rolled out on its own power.  There was only one power 
box, the onboard computer was an antique, and Eric could only drive it remotely from 
the main control room, but it rolled on its own.  
 
 In a later shift, the robots set in the glass blocks for the radiation shield.  The Viper 
settled down on its suspension and looked like its true self for the first time.  
 
 At a midnight all‐hands meeting, the prototype‐shop team presented Eric with a pair of 
meter‐long serpents.  They were snakes made from recycled copper with fired enamel 
glazing.  The robots spot‐welded them to the truck's side right at eye level.  Brilliant reds 
and greens made a striking contrast to the bare metal of the vehicle and endless grays 
of the lunar landscape.   
 
 Later still, the new computer went in.  Eric ported a new AI into it, the latest version but 
enhanced by the Lunar Vehicle MOVE team and with the formal name of Inc. 
LunarViper01.   
 
From then on, in the virtual world of Armstrongville, if not in reality, a man in a blue 
Formula‐1 racing suit, complete with helmet and always down visor, appeared with the 
car when it was self-driving.  He answered to the name, “Viper” and acknowledged the 
waves from a select throng of miscreants who were milling around in the amphitheater 
at every test.  
 
Eric drove his car remotely, back and forth, while Viper learned the vehicle's every 
idiosyncrasy.  With sufficient time and experience, the Lunar Viper would become its 
own being, able to do autonomous operations.  

 
 The review team reassembled in its own time to watch Eric put the completed Lunar 
Viper through its paces, again remotely.  After six hours and four minor software fixes 
they certified the Lunar Viper as "Man Rated."  Eric was mobile.  
  
 One late afternoon, Eric drove the Lunar Viper in person for the first time.  He covered 
every road on the base, then practiced parking and backing up.  LunarViper01 was 
giving him driving lessons.  At last he turned west over level open country and let the 
dirt fly as the Lunar Viper bounced over the undulating terrain.  
 
 Nikolai watched every move from the control room.  He monitored Eric's air and 
radiation exposure.  He knew just which surface robots and men were available if 
needed.  The stand full of Earth‐siders watched too but the signal delay time meant they 
could not even quickly call for help if anything went wrong. 
  



`  
 A small window opened up on his monitor.  In it SallyRide05 appeared and was clearly 
watching the test.  
 
 "You've done a great job with the kid, Nikolai," SallyRide05 said.  "Frankly, no one else 
had the slightest idea what to do with him."  
 
 "I had to do something, he was turning into such a baloven,” replied Nikolai.  "I had 
much help." 
  
 "He needed a father.  There was little I could do in that area,” said SallyRide05, “Keep 
up the good work.  I signed off on the computer module and power box referbs."  
SallyRide05 then closed her window. 
  
 Before night, Eric took Nikolai for a ride.  The massive vehicle felt stable and solid.  
Power and control were good and the layout of controls and instruments acceptable.  
For the first time, Nikolai seriously considered the use of the Viper in emergencies. 
 
Eric practiced driving during every shift he was allowed out until the sun next set.  Then 
he even worked happily on inside tasks through the lunar night.  Luckily for Eric at 
Andersonville’s near polar location the days are long and the nights are short.  
  
~~~***~~~  
  

 
Earth as seen from the Moon, by NASA  

  
 Not long after the sun rose again, the Lunar Viper, with two occupants, pulled slowly up 
the road to the highest point on the Scott A Massif and stopped.  The real Armstrongville 
was spread out before them. 
  
The base was a confused mass of buried buildings that looked like nothing more than 
long dirt mounds with their purposes spelled out across their backs in painted rocks.  At 
the nodes between the long room mounds were small rounded structures that were the 
nodes between the building sections.  A few of these emerged from the ground to serve 



 

as the entrances to the rooms.  The inhabitants spend little time there because these 
small stairwells simply did not have the thick radiation shield of the rooms proper. 
  
One long open trench 15 meters wide at an odd angle off an established node.   It would 
eventually become the location for the next inflated habitat section.  This trench was 
being slowly worked by a pair of robot excavators run by the Big Lunar Dig MOVE back 
on Earth.  Their work was endless.  
 
The roads were nothing but leveled dirt paths with the big rocks moved to line the sides 
and the holes filled in.  At each turning was a tall stack of rocks, a kern, artfully stacked 
and each distinctive.  Thousands of tire tracks and a few footprints led in every direction 
that its inhabitants had ever wanted to go.  Footprints last a very long time on Luna.  

 
Intermixed with the mounds were ultra low mass, spidery surface structures:  
Photovoltaic billboards stood high, spinning once a month on their central shaft, multi‐
eyed laser communication units stared at Earth, science instruments sat quietly, dish 
antennas tracked unseen targets, and of course there was a row of flagpoles outside 
the big front airlock.  

 
 A lunar Lander stood on spinally legs in a rare flat area a few hundred meters from the 
main airlock.  The use‐once bases of a dozen more landers had been drug to a side lot 
by the external robots and were now laid out like wrecked chest men on a large chest 
board.  

 
 The Earth hung low at its nearly fixed position in the northern sky.  At Armstrongville, 
only 120 kilometers from the Lunar South Pole, the sun moved in a path that led it round 
and round the sky.  It never got very high above the horizon but never dipped below it 
for more than a few tens of hours either.  It was now fully up as the solar disk had 
cleared the mountain ridge far in the distance.  The Sun was now casting very long 
shadows only slightly softened by Earth shine from the opposite direction.  
 
 Between Armstrongville and the far‐side horizon was the great shadow.  Darkness now 
filed the gigantic and very ancient South Pole‐Aitken basin.  In that darkness lay the 
lunar South Pole.  There also could be found a series of craters that had never felt the 
heat of the Sun in more than a billion years.  In them lay water in the form of fine ice 
crystals mixed into the regolith.  In those crystals lay the future of lunar settlement.  Two 
roads lead east and west from Armstrongville, headed for the water harvesting areas 
currently being worked, winding down the mountain slopes and disappearing into that 
shadow.  
  
 Eric got out of the driver's side and opened a side toolbox.  He had been quiet since 
they left the base but now he spoke over the inter‐suit radio.  
 



`  
 "You can get out for a little while now.  I have a small job to do here.  Anyway, it's a 
good place to admire the view.  In fact it's the best place to admire the view."  He took a 
small massive hammer and a piece of machined steel tubing out of the toolbox.  
 
 New arrival, Crista Wong, unbuckled her harness, disconnected her umbilical, and got 
out.  She was well trained, but not yet used to Luna's low gravity.  On leaving the base, 
Eric had given her an instrument case to carry.  She started to put this back on the seat, 
then asked, "What do I do with this?"  
 
 "Bring it with you," he said. "Follow me but please stay in the old footprints."  
 
 "This view is beautiful," the young lady said.  "But the base is such a jumbled mess.  I 
can't recognize any of the buildings, they're just molehills and the shadows are so 
dark.  Oh, I can see the ship I came in on." 
  
 "Yes, it's beginning to look like people live here, isn't it?" 
  
 Eric dropped to one knee beside one of the flat stone markers sunk into the regolith 
nearly to ground level.  He held the piece of tubing upright and drove it into the ground 
with six solid blows. 
  
 Looking down, she asked, "This is the grave yard, isn't it?"  
 
 "Yes, please open the instrument case very carefully."  As Eric spoke, he gently 
brushed the scattered gravel from the stone.  
 
 "It's a flower!  It’s lovely and such fragile glass," she said in surprise.  "It's very beautiful.   
I was beginning to wonder what kind of instrument you were driving into a grave.  
 
 "Did you make the flower?" 
  
 "I made it with a little help from my friends down in the prototype shop," Eric replied. 
"You'll find out that anything that comes from Earth is very dear here, but anything you 
can make from Luna herself is cheap.  So bedding is dear, paper is dear, and wood 
even more so.  But rock we've got, so glass we've got, and ceramics. 
  
 "Hand me the flower carefully. Remember, you're not used to 1/6 g yet."  
 
 She gently handed over the fragile flower, cradling it in both hands.  Eric removed the 
driving cap from the metal tube and threaded the flower's stem into the exposed 
opening. 
 
 "It's your mother's grave isn't it?" Crista asked quietly and kneeled down to read the 
inscription.  "Stonebridge‐Semyonova, Elena Petrovna, 2008–2044, `Tranquility rests 
upon this Rock'." 
  



 

 "My father wrote the inscription," Eric said.  "He was scientists here for a while, but he 
had to go back to Earth for health reasons.  His body couldn’t stand low g any longer.  
He's all right now but he's stuck back on Earth.  I stayed for my health and, well, 
personal reasons."  He fell silent for a few seconds, then stood up and looked around. 
  
 "When you get a chance, check out the prototype shop," Eric continued, trying to 
change the subject. "You'll be amazed at all the things you can make out of Moon dirt. 
 
“We should get back to the Viper now," Eric said. 
 
 "To the what?"  She asked in open astonishment.  
 
 "The Lunar Viper, my wheels," Eric snapped, then catching himself, added trying to jest, 
"and if you don't like the name, you might find yourself walking home."  
 
 "The name is fine," she replied thoughtfully.  "In fact, I think it suits the two of you."   
  
~~~***~~~  
  
 Coming down the hill, running full out, Eric caught the rim of a small crater.  Both of the 
Viper's rear wheels bounced high, broke loose from the ground, spun up to their RPM 
limits, and then came down hard.  Ten kilos of dirt shot skyward like two great fountains, 
like the ignition blast from twin launch boosters, like the very first waves ever to break in 
the Sea of Tranquility.  They made positively the greatest rooster tail ever in the entire 
history of the universe.  
 
~~~***~~~  
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